
Aerial Baskets Aerial lift equipment is commonly 
used for working above ground. These 

boom-mounted buckets, baskets, or platforms are 
used in constructing and maintaining electric and 

telephone line_. 

structure will be built to an uniform quality. Construction 

site-built structures are dependent upon varying skill 
levels and the schedules of independent contractors 
Reduced Site Disruption Since many components of a 
building are completed in the factory, there is 
significantly less truck traffic, equipment and material 
suppliers around the final construction site. This limits 
the disruption of traditional jobsites that suffer from 
noise, pollution, waste and other common irritants. 

Shorter Construction Time Portable construction takes 
significantly less time to build than on-site construction. 
In many instances, prefabrication takes less than half the 
time when compared to traditional construction. 

CONVEYING EQUIPMENTS 
A horizontal, inclined, or vertical device for moving or 
transporting bulk material, packages, or objects, in a path 
predetermined by the design of the device and having 

points of loadingand discharge. 
Types of conveying equipments are given below 

Slat/Apron Conveyor 
Apron/Slat Conveyors are material handling systems 

that use steel, wood, or other materials typically 

mounted on roller chains to convey product. 
Apron/slat conveyors are used primarily in material

handling applications for moving large, heavy objects 
ifincluding crates, drums, or pallets in heavy-industry 

settings such as foundries and, steel mills. The slats 
allow for heavy duty use with less wear and tear. 
These conveyorsystems are usually powered and 

come in many sizes and load capacities. 

HOISTING EQUIPMENTS 
A hoisting apparatus is a device used to raise and lower 
materials. 

The safe load capacity of the hoist should be attachedto 
the body of the machine. The label for safe operation 

should be able to be read from ground level.r
Loads should only be raised or lowered if the load is 

directly under the hoist (centered). 

Types of hoisting equipments are given below 

Cranes A crane is a mechanical device designed to raise, 
lower, and shift heavy objects through the u_e of a long 
movable arm. Ball Transfer Conveyor
Overhead Crane An overhead crane may be operated 
either from a cab or from the floor. 

All control handles must be clearly identified by signs 
and by shape or position, so that an operator, while 
keeping contract with the signaler, can identity, each 
control by touch. 

Keep controls in identical positións if multiple cranes are 
used in one location. 

Ball ransfer Conveyors; are material handling 
systems that use a series of mounted ball casters to 
allow for unpowered,multi-directional conveyance of 
the product. 

Baltansfer conyeyors are used in material handling 
applicationssuch as assembly,lines and packaging
lines, among 

1 all transfer çonveyorsare not powered and rely on 
external forces to mov� the product along the 

conveyor 
Storage Bridge and Gantry Crane Storage bridge cranes 
and gantry cranes travel on rails that are on ground level. 

Gantry cranes typically have short spans, whereas storage 

bridge cranes typically have large spans and may be used Belt Conveyors are matieríal hàndling systems that use 
to move large amounts of coal or ore. , 

Monorail A monoraíl is a system conisisting of one or 
more independent troleys, supported from or within an 
overhead track, from which the hoists are suspended. 

Jib Crane A jib crane is capable of lifting, lowering, and 
rotating a load within a circular arc by a rotátíng arm or 
jib. The jib and trolley are typically supported or mounted 
from a building wall, column or pillar. 

Belt Conveyor 

continuous belts to convey products or material. 
Belt conveyors are used material handling 
applications such as food services, baggage handling 
packaging scrap handling, and postal service, among 
mäny others. i 

Belt conveyors are typically powered and can be 

operated at various speeds depending on the 
throughput required. The conveyors can be operated 
horizontally or can be inclined as wel1. Tower Cranes Only personnel of recognized ability 

should operate a tower crane (training and experience). 
Operator should have knowledge of crane construction 
and performance specifications. Operators should never 
stand or climb outside of the cab if the crane is in 
operation. 

Beltless Magnetic Conveyor tul 
Beltless Magnetic Conveyors are material handling8 

systems that use moving magnets beneath stationary 
plates, tables, etc. to move magnetic (ferrous) 
materials usually in the form of machining scrap, e 

.This systems can be horizontal, vertical, or 
combinations. 

Mobile Cranes Engineering marvel to accomplish many 
tasks in construction with up to 1,000 ton capacity and 
length of 600 feet plus boom and jib. 



collection, paper handling, ticket delivery, etc. and in 

processes such as chemical, mineral, scrap, and food. 

Materials for the conveyórs can be metallic or non-metallic 

depending on the medía being conveyed. Various sizes are 

available depending on the load and throughput 

requirements. 

Bucket Conveyor 

Rutcket Conveyors are material handling systems that 

e multi-sided containers attached to cables or 
chains to conyey products or materials. 

Bucket conveyors are used in applications such as 
par bulk material, or food handling. This conveyed 

material can be liquid or dry such as sludge, sand, 
manure, sugar, etc. or relatively light materials or 

product. The systems can be used horizontally or can 
be inclined to change levels of the delivered 
products. Many sizes and load carrying capacities 

are available depending on the application. 

Powered Conveyor 
Powered Conveyors are material handling systems that use 

powered rollers mounted ín frames to convey products. 

Powered conveyors are used primarily in material 

handling applications that require powered conveyance of 

the product. 
Various drive types include belts, chains/sprockets, and 

motorized rollers. Many applications of powered 
conveyors include food handling, steelmaking, packaging, 

Chute Conveyor 
Chute Conveyors are material handling systems that 

use gravity to convey product along smooth surfaces 
from one level to another. 

Chute conveyors are used for scrap handling. 

packaging, postal service, etc. 

Their chutes are generally smooth allowing the 

product to slide easily and can be straight or curved 

depending on the application. 

etc. 

Roller Conveyor 
Roller Conveyors are material handling systems that use 

rollers mounted in frames to convey product either by 
gravity or manually. 
Roller Conveyors are used primarily in material handling 
applications such as on loading docks, for baggage, 

handling, or on assembly, lines among many others. 

The rollers are not powered and use gravity, if inclined, to 

Chain Conveyor 
Chain Conveyors are material handling systems that 

use mechanical devices attached to moving 1 
members, usually chains or cables, to drag or tow move the product, or manually if mounted horizontally. 

products. 
Chain conveyors are used primarily in material 
handling applications to drag ör tow various 

products in different manners. 

Chain conveyors are used for product being attached 
to, and conveyed directly by, the chain and used for 
moving pallets or other hard-to-convey products. 

The conveyors can be straight or curved depending on the 

application and availabl� floor space. 

Screw Conveyor sei . 

Screw Conveyors are material handling systems that use 

helical elements to convey products. 
Screw conveyors are used primarily in material handling 

applications including föod handling, concrete, and 

chemicals, among others. Screw conveyors can also convey 

various mechanical parts. 
A typical use may be for bottling applications to convey 

the bottles discretely. The screw can be of a paddle or 
ribbon design depending on the application and can be 

driven via a chain and sprocket, gears, or direct drive. 

Materials.can be metal or non-metal depending on the 
media being conveyed. 

Overhead Conveyor
Overhead Conveyors áre materialhandlingsystems 

mounted from ceilings that use trolleys or carriersnf 

moved by chains, cables, or similar connections 

'Overhead conveyors are used primarily in material 

handling applications where the product needs to be i 

hung such as dry-cleaning garment lines, paint lines 
Or parts handling systems, of for cooling and curing,

Various configurations are available including

electric track, monorail, trolley, as well as inclined or 

ramped. Depending on the application, the loadt 

Carrying capacity may be critical. 

Most overhead conveyors systems are poweredarnd 

Controlled, while others are hand operated. 

Vertical Conveyorat ais 
Vertical Conveyors are material handling systems that 

move product vertically between leyels of conveying lines 
Vertical conveyors move material or product to higher 
levels within a facility. They are further classified as 
continuous lifting or reciprocating. 

Various sizes and load capabilities are available depending 
on the application. t 

Pheumatic/VacuumConveyor t 
Pneumatic /:Vacuum Conveyors are material 

andling systems that use air pressure or vacuum to 

ransport materials or items in or through closed 

tubes or ducts or along surfaces.y toe sri 1 s 

neumatic/vacuum conveyors are used primarily in 

dterials handling applications such as dust 

Vibrating Conveyor 
.Vibrating Con eyors are material handling systems that 

use rotary o1 . .near vibration to move material along their 
system beds. 


